


Since 1999, we have acted for individuals buying property 
across the South of England. We offer the advantage of local 
insight, with decades of buying and negotiating experience. 
From initial instruction to completion, we solely represent your 
buying interests. Our bespoke service is designed to ease the 
difficulties, uncertainties, risks and frustrations of making 
substantial property purchases alone, or with incomplete 
knowledge. We relieve you of paperwork, fruitless viewing trips 
and handle complex, sensitive negotiations to your advantage. 
We’ll give you reassurance about buying the right property, in 
the right location and at the right price. 



Nigel Bishop
Founder & Managing Director

In his career, he has been involved in over £800 
million worth of property transactions 

Nigel Bishop has over 40 years’ experience owning a chartered 
surveyors and estate agency practice prior to launching Recoco 
in 1999. He has represented buyers of property in London and 
across the south of England. Nigel’s passion for property and 
people ensures clients find and purchase the right property . 
Nigel and the Recoco team provide a highly personal property 
finding and acquisition service, guiding retained clients 
through the buying process with objective local knowledge and 
professional insight. Nigel has been included in the Spears 500, 
the world’s first comprehensive guide to the top private client 
advisors.



“We are so grateful for all your help, quiet advice and support. As the saying goes, we couldn’t have done 
it without you.” 

Sir Roger Norrington



Value
We Only Work For You, The Buyer  

The house-buying process can be time-consuming with 
potential pitfalls. We share your desire to not make the kind of 
wrong decision which has long term consequences for you. We 
work with you to find the perfect home at the right price.



Focused

Buying the Right Property Property  

Searching can take a great deal of time, energy and money. A 
property search agent will identify the right property and 
location for the client’s lifestyle.



“ We simply wouldn’t have found our property without Nigel Bishop. His guidance and focus were 
invaluable in helping us understand what we were really looking for and his absolute knowledge of the 
market enabled us to act decisively when we found it. We have greatly enjoyed his company and highly 

recommend his services.” 

Ben Collins / The STIG



Lifestyle

We Take Time To Understand You  

We get to know what is important to you when searching for 
your dream home. Key to our work is to understand the 
individuality of your property search and provide a bespoke 
service for your needs.



Discretion

Privacy & Confidentiality  

A fundamental principal of our work with you is the need for 
discretion and privacy at all times.



“Nigel took on a complicated assignment as I am partially sighted, therefore my requirements 
were quite specific. His sympathetic, knowledgeable, constructive and professional approach 

lead us to a conclusion.” 

Douglas H. W. Mclelland



Knowledge

Off Market Property  

Many properties are never brought to the open market. Some 
sellers are reluctant to put their property on the open market. 
Recoco has invaluable resources and contacts, giving its clients 
access to the widest possible range of available properties.



Best

The Best Property Always Sells Quickly  

The most sought after property sells fast and holds its value 
whatever the market. We help you find the best property, 
conducting negotiations to your advantage. We pride ourselves 
in finding property to suit your lifestyle requirements and 
budget.



“In the United Kingdom one needs their own professional working on their behalf. Working with 
Recoco resulted in a fun experience and a great property at a fair price with all the resources to ensure 

a professional transaction.” 

CEO Ruby Tuesday - USA



Experience

Experienced & Objective Negotiators  

Negotiating a purchase can be complex and stressful. Impartial, 
objective experience can make a significant difference to the 
final purchase price. Recoco has highly experienced negotiators 
who will guide you through the acquisition and legal process.



Time

Fewer Wasted Journeys  

When relocating, distance can be a major consideration. We 
conduct initial viewings and provide feedback, ensuring clients 
only view the most suitable properties.





Contact Nigel Bishop | 020 8938 3836 | njb@recoco.co.uk

www.recoco.co.uk
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